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Abstract  
This study investigates customer’s satisfaction in marketing and commercial activities.  
As customer ' s satisfaction is one of the important concepts that attracts most of  the researcher ' s 
attention and according to this fact , there are a lot of  research about this subject .  By analyzing of 
these papers , we find the researcher ' s ideas about customer ' s satisfaction in marketing and 
commercial activities . An a result, a conceptual model will appear.  
 Key words : Customer ' s satisfaction , total quality management , quality  function development , 
strategy for offensive marketing , emotional structure , cognitive structure . 
  
Introduction  
Pay attention to the customers ' needs is the first and the  most  important parts of  marketing . 
Organizations can ' t continue their  life without attention to the customers ' needs , of course , many 
years ago , before that , all of the people knew marketing as a science . All of the organization were 
careful about the ways that by these ways that by these ways, attract loyal customers for themselves 
. this is because of this fact , that they will reduce marketing cost and increase the benefit.  
( Assel , 2001 )  
Great change and evolution in the business world and new necessity about production and trade , 
cause appear new view and attitude about marketing and regarding to this fact , all of the directors 
and administrator attention more to this subject . ( Qazanfari & Fathallah , 2007 )  
Customers ' satisfaction through the repetition in shopping buying new product and satisfaction of 
old customers that cause they in traduce new customers and buy by new customers , increase the 
income and benefit .  
Infect customers who are satisfied of organization, give their experience to they , so they advertise 
for organization and on the other hand , advertisement cost will decrease . ( Kavosi & Saghaee , 
2005 )  
 
The meaning of customers ' satisfaction 
one of the important change about improving quality , was happened in the last decade of twenty 
century . the measuring of quality of customers ' satisfaction like quality management , ISO 9000 , 
or loftiness awards of organization , European foundation for quality management was one of the 
main and important part of all of the organizations and institutes . On the other hand , during last 
years  customers ' satisfaction concept , attracts a lot of researcher ' s  attention . For example, 
Keiningham & etal in one of their papers investigated the measuring factors of satisfaction and 
loyalty and the effect of these factors on keeping and  increasing of relationship  between customers 
and organization .  ( Keiningham etal , 2007 )  
In Iran about last decades and by introducing the models and tools of quality management like total  
quality management , organization loftiness models and quality function development strategy that 
all of them try to remove customers' needs , subjects like customers ' satisfaction and attention to 
their needs , find great position  . So , regarding to  these definitions , implementing the measuring 
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systems ,  and remaining the customers ' satisfaction are one of the most important parts of quality 
improvement  today’s ' organization .  
When we speak about measurement of customers ' satisfaction rate , we remember the great 
sentence of lord Kelvin that he said : " whenever  you can measure something and describe  that as 
numerical , in fact this show your knowledge about that subject . But when ever you can’t describe 
a subject into the numerical, in fact your knowledge is in sufficient about this subject . In other 
words, may be you have know something about that subject. but you can't claim that you have 
knowledge about this ! "  
As usual , markets ' proportion  after sing the marketing improvement strategies and activities , is 
offensive  marketing   strategies , according to this strategy , markets ' proportion   directly  is 
determined by the level of advertisement , the amount of advertisement and other actions that 
capture and improve the market , the goal of organization is the protecting of today’s markets ' 
proportion  and for this reason , they use defensive marketing strategies . They believe that instead 
of finding new customers’ is better that protect and keep our old customers’ . The result of some 
investigations and researchers show that for finding a new customer , at least we need five times 
costs rather than keeping an old customer .  
Rrichheld and Sasser , (1990) investigate the effect of protecting  customer on cost and advantages 
and on other hand , they distinguish the value of customers’ '  protecting for different industries .  
These exports show that protecting only 5 percent of customers’ in different industries increase the 
yearly income for organization about 25 percent .  As whole , providing the customers’ '  
satisfaction is the most important factor for keeping the customers’ . So , we should attention more 
on this part , after that , all of the customers’ will remain .  
Also , customers’ ' satisfaction increase the continuation of the customers’ . In addition , when we 
motivate to real meaning of customers’ ' life , the negative point of unsatisfied customers will 
decrease completely .  
Recording to the papers of a research station , are showed that 90 percent of unsatisfied customers’ 
of one organization , again don’t use the products of that organization and use the rivals products 
and also each  unsatisfied customer , say his problem at least for 9 persons and about 13 percent of 
these persons say the problem of the unsatisfied customer to 20 persons .  
So , in this way , in the short period of time , the number of unsatisfied customers’ increase but 
among of these persons , some of them never hear the name of this unfortunate organization . This 
is clear that these people have any interest to use . The productions of this organization .  
Without any doubt , in a rival market , that there are different products , customers have great rights 
for choosing . And this subject has a  negative effect on the name and social aspect of organization , 
So , losing or leaving an unsatisfied customer is a very important subject ,  because an unsatisfied 
customers can speak with a lot of people and in this way the number of un satisfied customers will 
increase .  
Mean while , today’s all of the mass communication tools and especially world wide web are 
developed and according to this fact , Melinda Goddard said that the negative points if the 
unsatisfied customers’ as consciously and   unconsciously , choose the  organization that attention a 
lot to customers’ ' satisfaction .  
By spending the time about the evaluation of customers’ '  satisfaction , organization  develop their 
trade basis on customers’ . On the whole there are some expectation of  satisfaction  customers :  
-  for a long time , remain as a organization customers  .  
-  by spreading the positive sentence about  organization , increase the number of new customers .  
- increasing their shopping of  organizations that their goal is providing the satisfaction feeling for 
customers  ( Vazirzanjani & Motameni & Mosavy.2010 )  
Basically , one of the models that is very useful in industries , and in fact this model cause these 
industries exist , is named customers  '  models .   
Ranjbaran and soltani ( 2001 ) said they attention to the customers ' needs is the first …  
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And the most important foundation of each organization. Organization without attention  to their 
customers’ needs , cant continue their life .the new rule and principle of Organization attention to 
the subjects by the point of view of Customers’’ that is regarding to the satisfaction of Customers’ 
concept , different marketing theoretician , express a lot of theories , Customers’ satisfaction in feat 
is the feeling and the point of view of Customer about that product , or is about the service after 
using of that product .(jamal & naser 2002) the Customers’ sates faction infarct means the enjoying 
and happiness of customer about the function of product and its service of course attention that a 
Customers’ can reach to this satisfaction after compare the function of the product with his 
prediction about  that .(katler 1991.page 45) also katler in another part explained that Customers’ 
Satisfaction is a degree for  assessing the service of Organization. from point of view if the service 
of Organization. Satisfy a customers expectations the Customer  has satisfaction feeling and other 
wise he will feel un satisfaction (katler 2001). 
Definitions: 
Upton know a lot of definitions are presented avow  Customers’ Satisfaction. Here we describe 
some of them. 
Lingenfeil attention to the Customers’ satisfaction regarding to psychological aspect and this port is 
obtained by comparing the Production factors and Social expectation rap basis on avow definition 
express that Customers’ satisfaction is as a individual view for Customer and this definition is 
obtained by Comparing the real function of organization and expectations of Customers’. toper in 
his definition about Customers’ satisfaction attention to interesting subject and said Customers’ 
satisfaction doesn’t relate to the kind of Commercial activity of organization in market in fact the 
Customers’ satisfaction is related to the ability of Organization in  providing of Customers 
expectation. 
Juran said that Customers satisfaction is a condition that Customers feels that the factors of product 
are according to his expectations. 
Juran attention to the Customers  un satisfaction as a sprouted Concept and said Customers un 
satisfaction is a condition that there are a lot of in fractions and faults that all of them cause the 
Customers’ satisfaction an Customers’ un satisfaction aren’t opposed of each other in fact 
Customers’ satisfaction is resulted from products quality or the products service that all of them 
encourage the Customers’ for shopping on the other hand Customers’ un satisfaction is regarded 
from the faults that are in the production or service and at the end. 
Cause the Customers’ distress and complaint in spite of this we should attention that even though a 
lot of products never un satisfaction for Customers’. 
But again their sell. is low. this matter is because of this fact that other vials produce exactly that 
product in high level and quality so in this way they obtain the Customers’ satisfaction . 
Richard oliver is very famous exporting Customers’ satisfaction field and he believes that 
Customers’ satisfaction or his un satisfaction in fact is the difference between Customers’ 
expectations and production service . 
In other word for measuring the satisfaction we can for use the below relation Customers’ 
satisfaction = Customers’ comprehension about quality – Customers expectations    
Customers’ satisfaction concept has a very important rule in marketing and experts accepts this as a 
power full and determinant factor for some behavioral variable like shopping reputation face to face 
adverb torment  and loyalty despite this there is a unclear part about the Meany of satisfaction 
whether is has a emotional construct or a cognitive construct basis on a emotional feature? 
In bract writs & bateson said that satisfaction consist of two parts emotional construct and cognitive 
construct that both of them are very important and necessary for making the behavioral model. 
Oliver also believe that emotion like different cognitive judgment has important role on satisfaction 
and this factor is very necessary for understanding of Customers’ process . 
So jome satisfaction indexes are related to cognitive aspect some of them are relay to emotional 
aspect but in the most of the research the emotional and cognitive aspects are accepted. 
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According to the customers behavior research , providing the customers’ satisfaction after awhile , 
cause the loyalty and trust feeling . A loyal customers not only he himself most of the time use the 
organization products and service . also le is as agent , and can advertise the products to other 
people who live around him and this factor has important effect on increasing the organization 
benefit and improve the organization face among the customers . 
- Simon , a famous theoretician in management science , said : « Whenever an organization 
successes to attract a new customers , customers’ satisfaction is a initiator point for making a long 
relation ship between organization and customers . 
Cermer in one of the his research said the organization commercial success and customers’ 
satisfaction are related to each other closely . 
Discovering the relation ship between customers’ satisfaction and loyalty is one of the important 
and interesting subject for researchers on a whole , the rate of relationship between customers . sates 
faction and loyalty is basis on situation of rivairy market ( vazirzanjani & Motormen & Mosavy , 
2010 ) 
 
- Conceptual model : 
Conceptual model is described after the investigation of two papers of Mr Nelson : 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 : Conceptual Model 1 
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Trust: 
In some research , Trust is one of the most important foundation for making relationship in 
connection marketing . Morman etal ( 1993 ) defend the trust « Tendency to rely on a partner is a 
exchange that you Trust him .» 
- commitment : 
Commitment is one of the important variable for understanding of marketing power and it is a 
benefit able tool for measuring the rate of customers’ , loyalty and predicting the future of the 
customers’ shopping . it also argue that this factor is the most general factor and it is used in the 
seller and customers ‘relation ship . Morman etal ( 1992 ) said that commitment is a tendency to 
keep a great relation ship . 
- Transmission in formation : 
The meaning of transmission in formation is to give information directly and on time This factor in 
fact in forms the unsatisfied’ customer about the improvement of organization service . ( 
Haydarzadeh , Kambiz & Molaee , Elaheh , 2006 ). 
- Removal of contradiction : 
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Removal of contradiction refers to the ability of supplier in decreasing of negative out come of 
potentially and actually contradiction . This factor mean s’ the ability of supplier to prevent the 
potential contradictions and solve the actual contradictions and finding a way before that a problem 
happens . 
 
Loyalty : 
Loyalty means , to make a commitment sense in customers for shopping and using of organization 
production . When ever dynamic customers feel and understand that organization protect , a 
removes their needs , loyalty will appear . So , the organization for obtaining to this fact , should try 
to find the loyalty stimulating power . 
Of course , you should attention that the goal of this plan , is to pro pear a great situation for 
customers and organization . The organization attracts the customers’ satisfaction and on the other 
hand , it attract their loyalty .( Kumar & Shah , 2004 ). 
- Sex differences : 
There are a lot of experimental evidences that confirm the differences between man and women 
decision . For example , some evidences confirm that the decisions of man and women about below 
subject are different : 
Decision about financial situation ( paul and Ansik 1997 ) , hospital matter ( Stefan and Nistroum 
1988 ) , decision about retimed ( Ta laga and beer 1995 ). 
Rozan ( 1968 ) said that goal and logical things are very important for men . 
Conclusion  
Today’s , marketers try to find the way that by these ways find the loyal costumers , because by 
these ways , the marketing cost will decrees and on the other hand the benefit will increase 
organization by spending the enough time for improving the customers’ satisfaction , they step 
toward a business basis on customers’ rights . on the whole , it is expected that satisfaction . 
Customers  
- For a long time , use the organization product  
- by spreading the positive sentences about organization , increase the number of new customers’ . 
- increasing their shopping of organization that their goal is providing the satisfactions , feeling for 
customers. 
On the other hand , costumers’ un satisfaction is regarded from the faults that are in the end , cause 
the costumers’ distress and complaint . 
In spite of this , we should attention that even though a lot of products never cause un satisfaction 
for costumers’ , but again their selling is very low , this matter is because of this fact that other 
rivals produces exactly that product in high level and quality . So in this way , that obtain the 
costumers’ satisfactions . 
Rechard Oliver is very famous export in costumers’ satisfaction field , and he be lives that 
costumers’ satisfaction or his un satisfaction in fact is the difference between customers’ 
expectations and production service . 
In other words , for measuring the satisfaction m we can use the below relation . 
costumers’ satisfaction = customers’’ comprehension about quality - customers’’ expectations . 
customers’’ satisfaction concept , has a very important voce in marketing and experts accepts this as 
power goal and determinate fact for some behavioral variable like shopping reputation , face to face 
advertisement and loyalty  
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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